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THE PRESSURE RELAXATION OF LIQUID JETS A,I_TERISOCHORIC HEATING
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Unlversityof Californiaat Berkeley

Berkeley,CA 94720
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ABSTRACT radius to zero on the boundary, The,magnitu_ of the
instantaneous peaktensionincreases very_pfdly agthe

Duringisochoric heating by fast neutron irradiation,a wave approachesthe center of the cylindrical jet and
depending on th_ initial pressure, the liquid mayhigh pressure is almost hastantaneouslybuilt up inside

finefalling liquidjets ina HYLIFE(ICF)reactor,lt has fracture.

been suggested that the jets will brez.kup as a Because there is a sharp peak in the tension, itconsequenceof negative pressure occurringduring the
relaxation''2, This is important to both thesub_,quent appears that fracture will most likely occur in a

' condensationprocess and the chamber walldesign, In cylindrical surface, Such a traeture wou_dr,et free an
annulusof liquidwhich is inoutwardradial motionwith

this paper themechanismof the relaxationof liquidj_ts
after iscehonc heating has been studied with both zero pressure on both boundaries. As the rarefaction
incompressible and compressible models, The wave e_tinues into the undisturbed core of the fluid
t_nsientpressure fieldpredicted is qualitativelysimilar the process is related so that the cylinder maybreakinto a series of hquid _nuli (similar to sections of an
for both models and reveals a strongly peakedtension onion),in the wake of a r_efaetion wave. The pressure then

rises monotonically In radius to zero prr,ssure on the "Ihe incompressiblemodel is not exact. We know
boundary. The Incompressible approximation greatly that rarefaction waves tend to broaden as the move and
ovw predicts the peak tension, which increases with the wave does not appear as a discontinuity, Also thetime as the rarefactionwave moves toward the center

range of pressures predicted suggest that the motion is
of the jet. Since the tension distribution is as a narrow _fected by compressibility. For flus reason we have
spike rather than uniform, a cylindrical fracture is the developed a compressiblemodel for the problem.
most likely mode of failure. The paper also discusses
the available methods for estlmadng liquid tensile
strength, COMPRESS IBLEFLUID MODEL

t

INTRODUCTION

, The HYLIFE design study_considered the possibility
that isochorieheating of nealtzonabsorbing liquidjets
would cause fragmentation of the l!quid, lt was
recognized that the rel_afion of the irudal high liquid
pressure would produce tension within an outward
radial flow. However, the flow field duringrelaxation
wasnot analyzed butrather an implicitassumptionwas
that tensionoccursuniformly throughout theliquid. As
apeatof thecurrent HYLIF'E-IIstudy (molt_nsaltFlibe
r 0 , . t

eplacmg hthmm) we have analyzed thevelocity and
pressurefields usingincompressible _d compressible
fluid models in order to gain greater _ight into the
fragmentationproblem, Results of the incompressible
model, which assumes the llquM is incompredsiblc
everywhereexcept ata thin wave fiont, Werepresented
prewously*. lt was found that a sharp peak tension
occurs immediatelybehind the advancing rarefaction
wave and the pressure then rises monotonicallyin

Work performed under the _uspic.es of the US
Department of Energy by the Lawrence Livermore
National I.,aboraloryunder Contract W-7405-Et_g-48 Figure 1, The Description of the Relaxati_ Jet
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The rel_×adon process begins with tlm liquid NUMERICAL SOLU'I_ONMETHOD
'cylindfi_ealregion at a unlfoml high pressure, induced
by umform (assumed) neutronpulsed headng (see The Gabutti scheme_ is a sult,able method for the
F_gure 1). The leading edge era rarefaction wave numerical solulion oi'compressible relaxation. In this
moves at the sound speedC towardthe center of the scheme, the ge/eming equations are fu'st transformed
cylinder, Thus, at any instant, we havean undisturbed into the characteristics form and the partialderivatives
eylindricaI core (reljionI) and anannular zone (region are replaced by the finite difference approximations.
1I) that has expeneneed expansion and is moving The scheme is comprised of two steps: predictor and
radially outward, The motion is region II is one correcter. The prextictorpart is further subdividedinto
dimensional and the goven].ingconservation equations two parts,are therefore the following'

Mass By adding Eq_tion 8 to the product of,Equation7 and ,
q, we have

_t +-_(pr V,)--0 (1)

Radial Momentum (_P"_7"_"_-rJ_'_''claP'_ (av, 9c_! .1+ pcav.L,__0 .(9)

r,L--E+v,.37)=--Er (2.) Let rVr,=_/a,- pC% . (_o)
where viscosity is neglected;

It follows from fills equation that the charucterlsdc
The relationship between density and pressure, dire2tions are:

dunng an isentropic process may be expressed as

p---O(P,&) , (3) X,+=ar/at--+C 01)

7V--ds'/dt _.--C , (12)
Initial and boundary conditions ate,:

I.C. After rra'the, combination and simplification we
P(r) ---Po, r _RO (4a) obtabl the characteristic equadom_

IV+ 'C _," 2,.J
t;(r)- o, r <Ro (4c)

;cav; v,=o
U] (13)I

rtR, tj = 0 (5a) and

3rio,t)
ar =o (Sh) OV,+of +av:+x ai,;-)

% ,5tx_- -g;)
Following Chaudhry' we introducethe sound speed

0,5(_,,(3P+ L.aP-_

__p +PC'L "_'7"--_rJ =0 ' (14)C--- dP (6) irt which the supezscfipL_indicate the characteristic
dire.efforts along which the derivative are to be

where K is the bulk modules of elasticity of the liquid, approximated.

The continuity Equation I becomes, since we have Substitution of finite difference approximations for
V/C ,t 1, the time derivafive.sinto equations (13) and (14) yields

ehp 2av, __V, the predicted values of V; and P,.''
3T+pc -0-7+pc 7 -':o . (7)

Similarly the momentum equation reduce.':to t'1"= Pi - 0.SAt + X'-_9-r

=-- (x.,wg__..ow)P--D-F_r (8) .-o..spcA, -jF , ,'Y;j- Pc__ 'xt (__)The equations are then solved numerically,

"Ii '" ..... IIr
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Nora that the above dJscredzatJonis possibl_ only at

nodes3,4,....n-2 during part2 of the _redtcmrstM, OneThe spatial derivatives in Bquation (15) and (16) are sided differences are used at nodes 2 and n.l,
approximated as follows.

, ,

Predictor Part Boundary conditions
Part I: Calculating the predicted values of P,." arid

In our problem, the border is changing with time,
VI'which ore going tobe used in the correcter part, In When the surface velocity is positive the size R is

this part, the following finite-difference increasing; otherwise it is decreasing, lt can be
determined by

approximations are used tOdetermine the values of Pi"

. and V, Dom equation (15) and (16): R(t+_)--R(t)+V(R,t)_ . (25)

From Equation 17, v,,e have two one-sided
OF* F/-FI'.t finite-difference equations at Z,--:t:pC Equations 21
br = _ (17) and 22. At the downstream end we can make use of

Equation 21, while at the upstream end F.,quadon 22 can
be used. In ourproblem, the surface is the only interface

OF- =--F/+l-F{ (18) with surrounding, lt is "downstream" an terms of the
Or Ar fluid velocity direction. So, Equadon 21 is used for

surface nodes with the knowledge that OPIOt mO, Thtls
we have

Part 2: To determine the predicted values of time

derivatives 3P'lbtand bV'13t in equation (13) and (14) 1 hP' X, bV,* V, (2ft)
the following £miu_.dirference approximations are _Vl3t-- P Or "ff7"-C'7 "'
used: At the center of the jet the pressure profilemust be

symmetrical. And the fluid velocity must be zero. That
, is to _yOF" ?.F/- 3F/.t + Ft._

b"_ - Ar (19) P(Ar)-P(-_) (27)

' bF- -2.b-',"/* 3F/+,-F/_2 V(r--0) =0-.--= (20)
br Ar

We must also nodce that dw-l.nl_the predictor p_t
Correct Part we can not write out the forward fimte-dffferen_ at the

In this part, we want to find the otl_er set of OP/Ot downstream boundary (nor tl_e back--wardfinite,difference at the upstream), i,e,, in order to solve
and _Vl_r, This time the derivatives OVl_r and OPIOr, a boundary node n we must have the values at the node

take the finite-difference approximations shown below n + 1. To ,.mlve this problem, we need to extrapolate
and P" and V" are from (15) and (16). the botmdartes by assuming fictitious nodes beyond the

• boundaries. The fictitious values of pressure and
, velocity c_m be extrapolated using the following

bF* F_-FT-1 eq_tio_t:

ft,,, -- 2fl,-fl_., (2fla)
OF" Ff,,-F;
(gr = Ar (22) _o;_ 2f(.-]_ . (2gb)

11_en the., values of V _md P ut the new time a,e Now we can use the finilc,dlffercnee equations at the
determined from tl_ following equations: boundary nodes 1 and n.

I _tlt_ .............. | ,,



RESULTS OFCOMPRESSIBLE ANALYSIS AND From Figure 2, we,c_n s_, that the,,pre_u_e history
COMPARISON V,rlTH INCOMPRESSIBLE , withi_ tlmrelaxing jet is similar to ti_ incompressible
ANALYSIS analysis result show_,in Figure 3, "lhc liquid behind

O_eraref_tion wave front is in negative pressure
(tension) domain, As theprocess prc_czls, the tension
at a local position does not change much, But ftto
tension right behind the wave front is increasing
steadilyas the wave front proceeds. As a characteristic
of rarefaction wave propagation w¢ can also see that
the wave t_nt is bmade.ntng in Figure 2, The
incompressible analysis obviously can not show thts
feamrc,

Althoughbothcompressibleandincompressible'
analysisItavethesimilarshapesofpressureprofile,the
magnitudeofthetensioninliquidisdifferent.The
incompressible model over predicts the magnitud_ of

, thetension. The predicted Peak tensions arecompared
inFigure 4 where peak tension is plotted as a function
of the position of the l',e_, lt ts seen that Crrorin the

Figure_.,ThePressureHistoryofCompressible
Analysis

Figure 4, The Compartsorl of l.x>calPeak "l"c.nsion

incompressible result increases at an ever Increasing
rate, The incompressible theory predicts im"inlu_
tension when thewavereachesthe center of thecylinder
while a finite maximum value ts predicted by the
compressible theory at a time shortly after the wave

Figure 3. The Pressure History of Incompressible, reflects as an outward moving shock. The transient
Model fluid velocity predicted by the compressible model is

_I i = H , i I1_ • _, , II ,,tr i1 , ,1, , , , , ,pm qh ' ' ' ' In' , , ,at 1_1 in, ,
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timor),i.sconsldcrcdtoglv_ac.cura¢oquandu-,tlveresults
for.transientpressurefield,ThetensionIhr_itisbounded
by the thermodynamic limit of metastability
(splnodal)_*.We havestrewnthat fora pureiiqtttd lhc
spinodal is equivalentto homogenex',usnucleation,
Thismaybeusefulinthe.caseof acomplexliquid such'
asFlibeforwhichtheequationofstaleisnotknown,
Inanycase,experimenthaveshownthatmostliquids
fractureat'tensionsconsiderablylowerthanthatatthe
spinodM''+. Consequently experiments on Flibe am
need to estabtlsh its tensile strength,

Another possible mechanism of liquid
fra_nentatlons Taylor like surface instabilities,
Pl:_e4" derived the conditionsof stability for sn
acceleratingspherical surface. Chertand Schrock

. recently applied the same method to obtain the
conditions tora cylindrical surface_=.These conditions
indicate that there will not be fragmentationdue to
surfaceinstability, in a companion paperon motionof

' a free annulusl=we discuss this further,

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 5, The TransientVelocity fromCompressible, Therclaxation ofan isochoricallyheatedcylindrical
Model column of liquid has been analyzed. The predicted

transten pressure,profiles show thattlm liqmd tslikely
shown in Figure5 and thesm'faceacceleration rates by to tra_tureina cylindrical surfacerat.herthan fragmentthe two models arc compared in Figure 6. More
comparisons ntay be foundin reference _, homogeneously as previously thought. Experiments

are needed toestablish the tensile strength of candidate
liquids.
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Pressure Distribution (compressible)
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P(O/Po

z=0.40z'- 0,60

e,st_matedspinodalpressure(2]
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z_0,80

-I0 z = 0.90
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Velocity Distribution (co,mpres,s'ble)
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